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Collection Use Policy

Unless otherwise noted in the object catalog record, the State of
Louisiana (state property) or the U.S. Army (federal property) assumes
(but does not guarantee) to hold all the non‐public domain copy and
intellectual rights to the contents of the collection. The LANG Museum
Activity staff provides as much information as possible regarding the
restrictions on each image but the user must assume full responsibility
for conforming to the copyright laws and for securing use permissions.
In authorizing the publication or use of a photographic copy, the LANG
Museum Activity does not surrender its own right to publish or to grant
permission to others to do so.

New Orleans, La

Command Historian
Mr. Rhett G. Breerwood
New Orleans, La

Verbal permission for the use of the collection, or imagery of the
collection, is granted by the Museum Staff (barring any copyright or
other agreement restriction) for the purpose of personal use, scholarly
research, and non‐profit activities. All other use must obtain written
permission granted by the Museum Director. Permission is granted for
one‐time use only; any subsequent use requires additional written
permission.
Digital images may be made by the user or provided by the Museum
Staff at the user’s expense. Digital images may not be enhanced by
computer digital imaging or otherwise altered or modified in any way
without written permission. Images may not be used for websites,
resale, fund raising or any commercial activity without written
permission. The user may not permit others to reproduce the
photographic copy or it’s facsimile.
Images or actual archival material are credited as follows: “Courtesy
Louisiana National Guard Archives” (for state property) or “Courtesy U.S.
Army Museum” (for federal property) followed by the photographer or
artist if known.
Images or actual museum objects are credited as follows: “Courtesy
Jackson Barracks Museum, Louisiana National Guard” or “Courtesy
Louisiana Maneuvers and Military Museum, Louisiana National Guard”
(for state property) or “Courtesy U.S. Army Museum” (for federal
property) followed by the photographer or artist if known.
Objects on loan will be credited per the terms of the loan agreement.
One complimentary copy of any book, article, or other published
material in which the Museum Activity’s images are used shall be
donated to the LANG Jackson Barracks Museum Library.
6400 St. Claude Ave, Jackson Barracks, New Orleans, LA 70117
www.GeauxGuardMuseums.com

